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‘Unlimited’ technological firepower by 2030: It could be heaven or it could be hell
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Societies are driven by their technology but defined by their humanity 

http://www.thegoodfuturefilm.com
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Humans ☯ Machines  |   HI ☯ AI: The Barricades are falling
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HellVen



“Technology is 
morally neutral  

- until we use it” 
(William Gibson)

Heaven or Hell?



AI: “Computer systems that turn 
information and data into 

KNOWLEDGE”  
(DEMIS HASSABIS,  CEO, DEEPMIND)



Large Language Models (LLMs) and 
Generative AI manipulates and 
generates language to create 
SYNTHETIC, human-like texts, 

images and video

GPT: Generative Pre-Trained Transformer
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Large Language Models (LLMs) 
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ChatGPT provides yet one more argument of why we can’t keep doing things the old way in education. 
The way we grade / test what students know was outdated long before ChatGPT.  
The very idea of “downloading information for later use” is becoming absurd.



“Let me remind you that information is not knowledge, 
and knowledge is not wisdom. Each grows out of the 
other, and we need them all”  (Arthur C. Clarke 1967)



Information is not the same as knowledge. Knowledge without wisdom is LIKE WATER IN THE SAND.



“The sensory inputs into our bodies (and outputs 
from nerves into the brain) come from eyeballs, 

eardrums, taste and smell receptors, and especially 
from millions of vibration-sensors spread 

throughout the body. Airborne sound hits ears and 
skin together, and our brains combine them into a 

SINGLE UNIFIED EXPERIENCE. 
Peter Isackson (Fair Observer)

A LIVED SENSORY EXPERIENCE  

is unified by the hardware of our 
brain: that’s how brains work and 
what they do. Neuroscientists call 
the process “SENSORY FUSION”  



Machine Thinking



Reductionism 
Manipulation 
Abdication 
Confusion 

Errors 
Bias



“The coming change will center around the most 
impressive of human capabilities: the phenomenal 

ability to think, create, understand, and reason.  
To the three great technological revolutions - the 
agricultural, the industrial, and the computational 

- we will add a fourth: the AI revolution.  
THIS REVOLUTION WILL GENERATE ENOUGH WEALTH 

FOR EVERYONE TO HAVE WHAT THEY NEED…

SAM ALTMAN (OpenAI CEO) …IF WE AS A SOCIETY MANAGE IT RESPONSIBLY. 



“First we build the tools, 
then the tools build us” 

Marshall McLuhan

“…the ability to think, create, understand, and reason”  





Machines  
DON’T 
‘Think’

Machines  
DON’T 
‘Understand’

Machines  
DON’T 
Care



LLM’s such as ChatGPT: 
Patterns not Meaning 
Coherence not Truth 
Simulations not Reality 
Digital World not Real World







Nature Deficit Disorder





X

All those Hollywood plots about machines mysteriously becoming 
conscious and hating humans are really missing the point: 

  

It’s COMPETENCE not 
consciousness that matters  

Stuart Russell in  “Human Compatible”









Anything that can be digitized, automated, virtualised and AI’ed will be



Anything that can be digitized, automated, virtualised and AI’ed will be -  
BUT DON’T MISTAKE A CLEAR VIEW FOR A SHORT DISTANCE



For the foreseeable future, Humans will very rarely be entirely replaced by AI,  
but ‘humans with AI’ may well replace other humans without AI





Digital Dividend?







Machine  
Turf*

HUMAN-
ONLY 
TURF



As machines become smarter and take over many routines, HUMAN-ONLY ATTRIBUTES become invaluable *

Human-Only Tasks

Human-Only Tasks

Human Well-Being Agent 
Societal Risk Manager 
Ethics Specialist  
Data Bias Supervisor 
Nature Deficit Therapist 
Job & Occupation Inventor 
HI / AI Interface Manager 
Climate Change Actionist 
Rewilderer /  Nature Agent  
Long-Term Thinker 
Digital Crafts Person



WHAT WE REALLY NEED TO LEARN: 
Human Agency 
Consciousness  

Imagination 
Intuition 

Compassion 
Empowerment  

Resilience & Agility 
 Unorthodoxy  

Creativity 
Entrepreneurship 

Courage 
+++



If you work / LEARN / think / act like a machine, the machines WILL take your job



We are to be the ARCHITECTS of the future, not its victims



Generative AI / CHATGPT ‘Hell’: 

Unpredictable errors, hallucinations, bias, lies 

Fabricated realities based on illusions & simulations 

Automation of important human narratives 

Catalyst of de-humanisation and de-skilling 

Driver of reductionism & abdication

Generative AI / CHATGPT ‘Heaven’: 
Vast efficiency and productivity gains by 
offloading a lot of ‘commodity work’ and 

shifting DEEP ROUTINES to machines. 
Accelerating routine human knowledge work, 

research and discovery. 
Enabling R&D leaps in every sector.

We are to be the ARCHITECTS of the future, not its victims



Balance | Safety | Security | Ethics | Control  | TRUST | Policy | Standards | Regulation 

ARCHITECTS of the future



ARCHITECTS of the future







5 Keys to The Good Future of Education:

X



www.thegoodfuturefilm.com

Your Mindset contains your Future*




